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I. Introduction

THESE days software projects are larger and more com-
plex than they have ever been. To deal with this it

has become common practice to separate a projects de-
sign from its implementation. This process is called ab-
straction. The design is often represented by a modeling
language and the implementation by a programming lan-
guage. This allows a team to display the design in a form
that can be understood by programmers and non program-
mers alike. This in turn allows people that don’t have an in
depth understanding of a projects implementation to con-
tribute to the design of the project. This is beneficial as
the more people that contribute to the design of a project
the more likely it is to be a good design.

In this paper we will use the term level. A level is a
representation of a project in a specific language. Some
examples of levels would be modeling language levels or
programming languages levels. One of the major draw-
backs of having multiple levels for a project is keeping the
levels in sync. When we say in sync we mean keeping the
meaning of the levels equivalent.

The development process goes as follows: Firstly, the
design team get together and design the modeling level
for the project. Then, the programming team write the
code level so that it is equivalent to the modeling level
specification. This works well for the first iteration of the
project. However, during most software projects the code
implementation will be changed and refactored many times
during the development process. The problem arises when
the programmer needs to change the code level in such
a way that the two levels become out of sync. Now in
order to keep the design team apprised of these changes
the programmer has to update the model level to reflect
the changes. This is manageable if there are only a few
changes but in a project that involves significant changes
this quickly become a serious time sink for the program-
mer. It would be beneficial if when a programmer changes
the code level the other levels in the project would auto-
matically get updated.

To enable automatic syncing the levels of a project need
to be related in some way. This is where semantic proper-
ties come in. Semantic properties (or properties ) allow us
to give meaning to the comments at different levels. When
defining a property we define the form a property should
take for each level and how one level refines to another.
This means we can compare two instances of a property at
different levels and tell if the two instances are equivalent.
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There already exists consistency checkers that allow
users to check between property instances. The limita-
tion of these tools is that they only support checking a set
number of pre defined properties. The only way to offer
support for more properties is to release a new version of
the checker. This means that the properties that are sup-
ported are chosen by the consistency checker developers.
We feel that consistency checkers would be much more use-
ful to programmers if they could easily add new properties
to consistency checkers as they see fit. The aim of the this
paper is to create a plug-in that can provide this function-
ality. By providing tool support for properties we aim to
open the full power of the checking tools to a larger group
of people and hopefully increase the amount of developers
using existing consistency checking programs.

An example of what we would like to do is to add prop-
erty support to an existing consistency checking program.
An example of an existing consistency checker is Beetlz
[1]. Beetlz is a consistency (refinement) checker for BON,
the Business Object Notation (BON), and JML-annotated
Java. With the property support that propi provides
Beetlz could be expanded to allow a user to add new se-
mantic properties that will be checked between BON and
JML-annotated java. This is very useful when designers
want to specify a property that is not already supported
by Beetlz. For example a programmer could specify a prop-
erty at the modeling BON level, and have it maintained at
all other implementation levels of the project effortlessly.
We aim to make it is easy to define new properties and add
them to existing consistency checkers .

Our goal for the propi plug-in was to provide seman-
tic property tool support. We wanted to present the tool
support in such a way that it is easy to understand and
use whilst also being flexible and powerful enough to sup-
port a large set of possible properties. We achieved this in
two ways. Firstly, we developed a simple way for a user
to define a new property. Properties are defined in simple
text files. Secondly, we developed a clean api (application
programming interface). The api allows a user to check
if an input is a valid instance of the previously defined
property and check consistency between instances. One of
the crucial points for us was that a programmer new to
the propi plug-in could quickly understand and implement
their own property after reviewing a few examples.This is
crucial because if the plug-in has a steep learning curve it
will inevitably lead to a smaller uptake by developers and
projects.

II. Background

A. Tools Used

To provide a simple way for a user to define a seman-
tic property we needed a way to parse a simple text file.
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We considered writing our own parser but because of time
constraints we choose to use an existing data standard for
which a parser already exists. After researching what tools
were available we short listed XML [2] , Json [3]and YAML
[4].

XML covers a large set of uses but is not very human
readable. Despite being the more commonly used of the
three choices we decided against its use. Poor readability
would make our plug-in too difficult to use.

Json is very similar to YAML and is actually a subset
of YAML. Json does not support a large set of native data
types or use indentation for structure which would help
with readability.

YAML has both a large set of native data types and uses
indentation for format which make it the most human read-
able of the solutions we encountered in our research. For
this reason coupled with previous experience using YAML
in our development team we choose YAML. It provided all
the functionality we needed while giving us the cleanest
possible interface.

After deciding that YAML was the language we wanted
to use we then had to choose a parser. The YAML home
page listed a number of options: Jvyaml [5] jyaml [6] yaml-
beans [7] and snakeyaml [8]. We choose snakeyaml as it
had had the clearest documentation, an active user base
and appeared to provide better support than the other op-
tions.

B. Tools Studied

We spent a number of days studying and experimenting
with Beetlz [1]and BONc [9] . There were two reasons for
studying these tools. Firstly, there was significant overlap
between their functionality and what we hoped to achieve
with propi. Secondly, by analysing these programs we got a
good idea of the structure of the tools that we were aiming
to support. Both of these steps helped us to design the
structure of propi.

III. Implementation

A. The Process

In order to demonstrate what was involved in this
project we have broken the work we did up into a num-
ber of tasks. Although we didn’t necessarily complete each
task in this order it makes demonstrating the work we did
more straight forward.

A.1 Parsing

As discussed in section II we decided to use snakeyaml
to cover the parsing overhead for our project. Snakeyaml
is a highly powerful and customizable tool. We created
two YAML parses for propi, one for the level definitions
and another for the definitions of the refinements between
levels.

The main challenge when developing the level parser was
getting snakeyaml to recognize the supported objects D.2.
After experimenting with snakeyaml we discovered that
this was best achieved by writing a custom constructor,

resolver and representer for the YAML parser. Although
there was documentation for doing this [10] it took consid-
erable effort and time as some of the documentation was
misleading or in some cases missing altogether. Our diffi-
culties were compounded by the fact that debugging was
made difficult by the structure of snakeyaml. Despite this
we managed to write the custom constructor, resolver and
representers for the YAML parser. By recognizing and
casting the supported objects at this point we made the
checking phase ?? easier.

Designing the parser for refinements was far simpler. It
needed only one custom type and we had gained much ex-
perience from writing the custom constructor, resolver and
representer for the level parser. As a result this task was
relatively straight forward. The only custom object we
used was a enumerator that allowed us to define our tran-
sitions, to be used later when checking refinements. The
structure we used makes it possibly to add new transitions
in the future in a straight forward manor although this is
not exposed to the end user.

A.2 Checking

As discussed earlier the YAML parser did do some
checking but additional methods were necessary to check
for unusual circumstances eg: empty or duplicated in-
puts.Checking methods were written for both levels are
refinements . The methods basically involved iterating
through the Maps generated by snakeyaml and checking
the values against regular expressions. In the process the
methods also construct the levels and refinements for the
property.

A.3 Structure

When designing the structure we had to balance the
most efficient implementation while also being able to pro-
vide the user with an intuitive, simple api. We gave careful
consideration to ensue that the full complexity if the pro-
gram is not exposed to the end user while simultaneously
offering enough flexibility to create the largest set of pos-
sible properties. Of all the phases we spent the most time
designing the structure. We designed the structure about
a third of the way through the project, right after the orig-
inal research and implementation phase was over. In the
end we had a structure that exposed a clean and relatively
simple public api package to the end user.

A.4 Refinement Methods

IsValidRefinement() and generate() methods were writ-
ten. The first checks the equivalence of two instances and
the second can generate form one instance to an equivalent
instance at another level. We found that the structure we
had chosen greatly reduced our workload here. However,
despite our planning we did have to change some small el-
ements of the stucture to facilitate the writing of efficient
refinement methods. The use of these refinement methods
are described in the api section C.
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A.5 Unit Testing & Documentation

In this project we aimed to produced tests alongside the
code for test driven development. We currently have a
code coverage of about 83% but aim to improve this the
93-97% region. We also tried to keep the project up to the
highest standard of documenting using the check style tool
and the sun standards for java doc.

B. Design Decisions

When designing the plug-in we had to make a number
of crucial decisions. The majority of these decisions were
made in the structure phase ??. The result of these deci-
sions was that we decided to have a simple dsl to describe
new properties and an small api to create and compare
instances.

C. API Design

The api package has 4 public classes levelId, scopeId,
SemanticPropertyInstance and SemanticPropertyHandler.
The first two are just enumerators that represent the al-
lowable levels and scopes for any property. These classes
are well documented and new scopes and levels can easily
be added. The SemanticPropertyHandler is the main class
the user will use. First , the user must create an instance of
the SemanticPropertyHandler. Next, we can add semantic
properties to the handler with the add(File file) method.
The file must be a correctly formatted YAML file as talked
about in section A . When we have added all the semantic
properties we want we can then create SemanticProper-
tyInstances for an input string. These are the inputs that
we are trying to match from the the various languages.
The instances can then be checked against other instances
or refined to another instance if this is allowed by the Se-
mantic property. The methods used to achieve this are
parse(), ValidRefinement () and generate() respectively.

D. Domain Specific Language (DSL) Design

For the api design the goal was to make a simple domain
specific language (dsl) that allowed users to easily define
new properties.

D.1 File Structure Overview

First we will go over the basic structure. We define a
property in a text file saved with the .yaml extension. For
a property we can define levels and refinements. A level is
a representation of a property for a certain language. This
language levels in our concurrency example are java and
BON. The allowed level languages are defined in LevelId
C in the public api . A refinement allows us to define
how one property level instance refines to another. When
defining a semantic property in a file each new level or
refinement must start with — and end with ... . Comment
lines begin with #. The order in which you define levels
and refinements is not important eg:
−−−
#a l e v e l can go here
. . .
−−−

#ref inement between l e v e l s can go here
. . .
−−−
#another l e v e l can go here
. . .

D.2 Levels

Levels must include the following options:
name # The name of the property that this level be-

longs to.
level # The LevelId of this level.
scope # The ScopeId for this level.
format # A definition of the format that property in-

stances can take at this level.
description # A brief informal description of the level.

Does not have any special meaning.
Of these options the most complex is format. The format
for a level is the form that all property instances for that
level will be matched against. A format is effectively a
small, limited regular expression. We are allowed use the
following keywords to define the format:
choice: # The input must match one of the list items.
optional: # An option may or may not match the list

items.
An simple example of these options in use is the following
property definition example :
−−−
name : example3
l e v e l : bon
format :

− cho i c e :
− a
− b
− c

− opt i ona l : d
scope :

− Module
d e s c r i p t i o n : |
Desc r ibe s

. . .

Acceptable inputs: could be any of the following “ex-
ample3 a”, “example3 b”, “example3 c”, “example3 a d”,
“example3 b d”, or “example3 c d”. This is an simple ex-
ample but we feel that this format allows for a large set of
potential properties.

When defining the format we can have meaningless
words that get matched and objects. The objects allow
us to capture meaning. That is to say they have a type,
name and value. The objects that are currently supported
are nat, int, float, string, expression, description, email,
date, version, URL, throwable and class.

D.3 Refinements

Refinements have the following options:
property #The semantic property name.
relation(level1,level2) # Defines the refinement from

property level1 to level2.
Refinements that are allowed for the different object types
can be any of the following.

For string, description, expression : equals, prefix, suffix,
or substring

For int, float & nat: = <= >= < >
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For class, throwable, email, date, version, URL : equals
or not equals

For optionals: <- -> =

IV. Case Study

A. Propi Use

The best way to understand how propi works is with an
case study.

B. Semantic Property Domain Specific Language(DSL)
Use

Here is concurrency.yaml. This file represents the con-
currency example as specified on the kind website [11]

−−−
−−−
name : concurrency
l e v e l : bon
format :
− cho i c e :
− <c1=SEQUENTIAL>
− <c1=GUARDED>
− <c1=CONCURRENT>
− [<c1=TIMEOUT>, <to=nat=0>,

<e=throwable=java . lang .EXCEPTION>]
− [<c1=FAILURE>, <f=throwable=java . lang .ERROR>]
− <c1=SPECIAL>

− opt i ona l : <d e s c r i p t i o n=s t r i n g =’’>
scope :
− Module
− Feature
d e s c r i p t i o n : |
Desc r ibe s

. . .
−−−
name : concurrency
l e v e l : java
format :
− cho i c e :
− <c1=SEQ>
− <c1=GUARD>
− <c1=PARALLEL>
− [<c1=TO>, <to=nat=0>,
<e=throwable=java . lang . Exception >]

− [<c1=FAILURE>, <f=throwable=java . lang . Error >]
− <c1=SPECIAL>

− opt i ona l : <d e s c r i p t i o n=s t r i n g =’No in format ion . ’>
scope :
− Module
− Feature
d e s c r i p t i o n : |
Desc r ibe s

. . .
−−−
property : concurrency
r e l a t i o n (bon , java ) :
− keyword :
− c1 : c1
− SEQUENTIAL: SEQ
− CONCURRENT: PARALLEL
− GUARDED: GUARD
− TIMEOUT: TO
− FAILURE: FAIL
− SPECIAL : SPECIAL

− d e s c r i p t i o n : p r e f i x
− n : ">="
− e : equa l s
− f : e qu iva l en t
− owner : −>

C. API Use

In this section we will demonstrate how to use the api.
First we create a SemanticPropertyHandler and add the

concurrecy.yaml file from above. This will add the concur-
rency property to the handler.

Semant icPropert iesHandler te s tHand le r =
new Semant icPropert iesHandler ( ) ;

F i l e conYaml =
new F i l e ( " concurrency . yaml" ) ;

t e s tHand le r . add ( conYaml ) ;

Next we create an instance for the bon level. This
method takes a number of arguments: string input for this
instance, the level for the instance and the scope for the
instance. This particular call will produce a SemanticProp-
ertyInstance for the bon level.

Semant icPropertyInstance bon =
tes tHand le r . parse ( " concurrency TIMEOUT 5 java .

lang . throwable " , Leve l Id .BON_FORMAL, ScopeId
. Module ) ;

Similar to above this will create an instance for the java
level. It will also be an instance of the concurrency prop-
erty with the same scopeId.

Semant icPropertyInstance java =
tes tHand le r . parse ( " concurrency TO 4 java . lang .

throwable " , Leve l Id .JAVA_JML, ScopeId . Module
) ;

This method allows us to check if one instance is equiv-
alent to another instance. It this case it will return true
as the bon instance is equivalent to the java instance as
defined in the concurrency property file above.

Boolean t e s t = tes tHand le r . i sVa l idRef inement (bon ,
java ) ;

If we have an instance for one level and want to generate
an equivalent instance for another level we can use the
method below. If a definition for this refinement exists it
will return a SemanticPropertyInstance. Otherwise it will
throw an exception.

Semant icPropertyInstance r e f i n e d I n s t an c e =
tes tHand le r . i sVa l idRef inement (bon ,
r e f i n ed I n s t an c e ) ;

V. Future Work

A. Time Constraints

Although we are confident that we support the major
object types developers will want to use for the sake of
completeness we would like to add support for more object
types and more complex refinements. If time permitted we
would also like to get the test coverage percentage up and
write a custom parser as snakeyaml has some limitations
as discussed in B.

B. Tool Integration

The potential and success of this tool can not be real-
ized and assessed until tools start to use the propi plug-in.
Many traditional consistency checkers could be made ex-
tendable by incorporating propi. Propi is not limited to
only consistency checkers as talked about in this paper.We
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could build on the concurrency example in this paper so
that it links up to concurrency checking programs and asses
if each instance is as defined.. This kind of automation
would be or great benefit to the programming community.
Many programmers deal with concurrency issues daily and
to insure consistency between all levels of a project for con-
currency would reduce debugging time significantly.

If propi is to have any future it must ensure that it in-
tegrates effortlessly with programs that would use it. For
this reason we plan to integrate this tool with existing tools
as a test to see if the api and dsl we designed are easy to
use.

VI. Conclusion

We feel that we have achieved our goal as best we could
in the time provided.We found some practices worked very
well while others could be improved.

A. What Worked Well

For this project we used test driven development and
this worked very well. It allowed us to gauge the level
of completion at each stage. We wrote tests for bugs as
we encountered them and this insured that they didn’t
resurface as the project progressed.

In the later half of the project we had a number of ses-
sions where we sketched out skeleton code for the public
api. This was very useful and allowed us to properly sep-
arate the public api from the private implementation. In
fact we will do this earlier in future projects.

B. What Didn’t Work Well

We spent too long reading and researching at the be-
ginning of the project. It would have been better to start
experimenting with code earlier.Also, we did not separate
our experimentation and implementation stages well. Our
experimentation code just began to become our final im-
plementation. In future projects after a period of exper-
imentation we will start from scratch with a much more
structured approach.

We used snakeyaml for a combination of parsing and
checking. In hindsight this was a mistake. We should
have allowed the parsing to be handled by snakeyaml and
written our own code for the entire checking phase.

C. Final Thoughts

We set out to bring semantic property tool support to
existing tools. We achieved this and are currently in the
final phase of testing the project for completeness. We are
excited to see how this tool will integrate with other check-
ing tools and are confident it should be relatively straight
forward to use.
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